COMPUTER SCIENCE COURSE – ALLOWABLE CERTIFICATION AND CREDITS SY 2018-19 THROUGH 2021-22

Short-Term Plan

Are you certified in Computer Science, or do you have a Computing Technology endorsement?

YES

You can teach CS course and it can count as:

Science Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2016 Science Standards

Math Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2012 or 2018 Math Standards

NO

But you are certified in:

Science - CS course can count as Science Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2016 Science Standards

Math - CS course can count as Math Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2012 or 2018 Math Standards

*Note: Each Computer Science course needs to be identified as either a math or a science credit in these years.
Are you certified in Computer Science, or do you have a Computing Technology endorsement?

**YES**

You can teach CS course and it can count as CS and/or Math and/or Science as long as 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2019 CS Standards

**NO**

But you are certified in:

- Science - CS course can count as Science Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2016 Science Standards
- Math - CS course can count as Math Credit if 51% of standards taught in course are from the 2012 or 2018 Math Standards

*Note: For each Computer Science course taught by an educator who is not certified in CS or who does not hold a CT endorsement, the course needs to be identified as either a math or a science credit, based on the teacher’s certification.*